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The C.F.R.
Conspiracy

To Rule The World

By GARY ALLEN in American Opinion, April, 1969.
(Continued)
House's outline for conspiracy is given excellent analysis
by his fawning biographer,
Professor Charles Seymour
(C.F.R.). Professor Seymour states in The Intimate Papers
Of Colonel House:
The extent of Colonel House's inflwence upon the
legislative plans of the (Wilson) Administration may be
gathered from a remarkable document which deseroes
some attention. I'll the autumn of 1912, immediately
after the presidential election, there JWaS' published a
novel, or political romance, entitled "Philip Dru: Administrator:' It eoas the story of (J young West Point
graduate .•.
who was caught by the spirit of reoolt
against the tyranny of privileged interests.
A stupid and reacsionory Gooemment at Washington p,rov'dkes armed rebellion, in which Dru joins
Iwhole-heartedly and Which he ultimately leads to comple.te success. He himself becomes dictator and proceeds by ordinance to remake the mechanism of government, to reform ;the basic laws that determine the relation of the classes . . . and to bring about an international grouping or league of powers founded upon
Anglo-Saxon solidarity. His reforms accomplished, he
gives effect once more to representative institutions
as formulated in a ne» American Constitution, better
fitted than the old for the spirit and conditions of the
twentieth century. (Emphasis added.)
Much that House outlined in Philip Dru became reality
during the Wilson Administration. "All that book has said
should be, comes about," wrote Wilson's Secretary of the
Interior Franklin K. Lane. "The President comes to Philip
Dru (House) in the end."
In Philip Dru, Edward House wrote of establishing
"Socialism as dreamed by Karl Marx." A major step towards
achieving this was taken with the passage of the graduated
income tax, a plank in the Communist Manifesto the realization of which House called for in Philip Dru. Of course,
House's.patrons, wbo_hel12ed push the grad!l!l1teg income tax,_
deftly side-stepped its effects by placing major portions of
their own fortunes under the umbrella of tax-free foundati0D5. (The idea, remember, is to destroy the middle class,
not the wealthy.)
House also served the Insiders by acting as what Professor
Seymour calls the "unseen guardian angel" of the Federal
Reserve Act. In his book, "Colonel" House had Dru decree
just such a new banking law providing "a flexible (paper)
currency." Again, placing the control of money and all credit
in the hand of the State was another plank from the Com-

munist Manifesto. The Intimase Papers Of Colonel House
reveals that the "Colonel" was working hand in glove with
certain Wall Street Insiders to promote the Federal Reserve
Act under the guise of its being a move towards "democracy."
Biographer George Viereck assures us that "The Schiffs
(C.F.R.), the Warburgs (C.P.R.), the Kahns (C.P.R.), the
Rockefellers (C.F.R.), and the Morgans (C.F.R.) put their
faith in House . . ."
Many patriotic bankers, of course, opposed the Federal
Reserve and other socialist legislation imposed on America
by the Wilson-House regime, but conspirators are interested
in control and, in the end, control resides in the power to
expand government. He who controls the reins of government controls the people. Control the government of the
world, and you control the people of the world. Much of the
oontrol Over the people of America was originally engineered
by Colonel House-who,
by the time he acted as mid-wife
at the birth of the c.P.R. in Paris, was an experienced and
successful front man for the Insiders.
The C.F.R., as we have seen, was the brain-child of the
Round Table conspiracy, acting with and through Colonel
House. Its purpose was to promote the concepts of internationalism and World Government. This was to be accomplished largely by infiltration of the government and both
political Parties a la Philip Dru, You will recall it was
House's plan to manipulate this "conspiracy" in such a way
that opposing candidates would only seem to have differences;
and, you may have noticed, today national candidates argue
only over providing "new leadership"-not
new policies.
The move toward World Government has thus never so
much as slowed. Key to this conspiracy in America has been
the Round Table's Council on Foreign Relations.
V
The C.F.R.'s Twenty-Fifth Annual Report tells us this of
the c.P.R.'s founding at Paris:
... The Insti.tute of International Affairs [ounded at
Paris in 1919 tWaIS comprised at the outset of ttoo
-- - ori.uicliis, onefit ;fhe- UnUea Kingdom and one in the
U.S ....
Later the plan was changed to create an ostensible autonomy
because, ". . . it seemed unwise to set up a single institute
with branches." It had to be made to appear that the C.F.R.
in America, and the R.I.I.A. in Britain, were really independent bodies, lest the American public become aware that
the c.P.R. was in fact a subsidiary of the Round Table
Group and react in patriotic .fury.
(continued on page 3)
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FROM WEEK TO WEEK
In Left Wings Over Europe (London, 1936), Wyndham
Lewis quotes Douglas Jerrold in his book England: "Ow
imperial responsibilities alone involve the destinies of over
400,000,000 people in Asia, Africa, and the West Indies,
surely a sufficient field for the energies of at least this
generation, especially as we may expect grave and forcible
-threa ts f-rom other -powers to- ourrn:ie, not=enly-in-India, but
throughout Asia and, perhaps, in Northern and Equatorial
Africa. One clear prophecy can be made. If we ever yielded
to such threats the collapse of western civilisation in the
resulting scramble for power would be inevitable and final.
The structure could no more be rebuilt than that of the
Roman Empire of the west when the capital was removed to
Constantinople, and Europe, for a second time, would have
to face centuries of chaos."
The fact that we have lost the Empire, after twice
defeating Germany, the ostensible threat to our position,
points ineluctably to an enemy other than Germany which is
responsible for our defeat. The enemy is international
Socialism, backed by the Money Power now openly dictating
the conditions of Britain's very existence.
Despite the present convenience of the expression "International Marxist Conspiracy", Marx is anything but convincing as the author of the present situation. Das Kapital,
taken so seriously by liberal Intellectuals, is a mere compilation, and a recruiting device for the scum of the underworld
-recruited
to first undermine, then destroy the culture and
order of Western Civilisation. As an economic system,
Marxian Communism would never have got anywhere. That
the (according to Marx) increasingly impoverished and
downtrodden proletariat could have subscribed the billions of
money which has organised Communism as a destructive
force throughout the world does not stand a moment's examination. The Big Money has come from the Big Bankers,
sometimes privately and directly, but more importantly
through the tax-exemprFoundations=-whose
main contribution, however, has been to financing subversion on the
highest Intellectual planes, where the strategy of establishing
World Government by bringing "an end to nationhood" has
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certain distance, will almost certainly become a rout, with
further massacres-perhaps
of Americans. The stakesWorld Government after patient years of conspiracy-are
too great to imagine that a few million more deaths are any
sort of obstacle to a final consummation.

Unlawful Purposes
'~A...co1aSpil'.acy,--we
reacr,-iS'a planning and aCting together
secretly, especially for an unlawful or harmful purpose, such
as murder or treason'."

The formation of the Council of Churches was a Communist operation with which Dulles was closely associated.
Genuine Ministers of God do not often become Communists,
although they are of.ten susceptible to Communist implanted
doctrines, especially 'social' doctrines. On the other hand,
Communists do acquire theological degrees, and by capturing executive positions in Church organisations, control
them.All.of this.Stang explains in great detail, derived -from
an obviously painstaking study of documents derived from
the bodies concerned. How many people know that the prominent 'cleric' Reinhold Niebuhr by 1944 was actively associated with fourteen Communist Fronts staffed by such wellknown Communists as Earl Browder and Elizabeth Gurly
Flynn?

-

The United States of America is, by law, a Constitutional
Republic. The President, when he takes office, swears to uphold the Constitution: any attempt by him or persons appointed by him, to alter or evade the Constitution, would
constitute treason. Britain, on the other hand, is a Constitutional Monarchy, and Ministers of the Crown swear allegiance to the Crown. In the U.S.A. the Constitution, in
Britain the Crown, embody the rights of the citizens of the
respective nations; and any attempt to abridge those rights is,
by definition, treason.

This is the darkened background against which Dulles
posed as an "anti-Communist
Conservative Republican".
Within his term as Secretary of State we have the engineered
Korean War, Operation Suez Canal, delivery of Cuba to
Communism, betrayal in Lebanon-and
much more besides.
The Actor is strong medicine which makes one feel sick.
But we need to feel sick, in order to break out of the
euphoric feeling of ultimate well-being induced by the
phoney presentations of the mass media. Forecasts for the
1980's are "pie in the sky when you die". If things go according to Plan, in the 1980's, perhaps earlier, the slaves of
the World State will be undertaking the socialist reconsrruction of the globe, under the supervision of the United
Nations Peace and Law Keeping Forces. The objective of the
reconstruction is to make the world safe for its Governors.

The progress in treason and conspiracy in both countries
is appalling-but
now, fully documemed=-or,
should we
say, sufficiently documented by what is known of the past;
for the ultimate betrayal though close at hand, is not yet
consummated.
.

"-'

Alan Stang's recent contribution* to our knowledge of
the true history of the years since the end of the 'Great'
War of 1914-1918, lavishly documented as it is, will still
contain surprises even for those who already feel themselves
-tOl)earlequately
informed. It is "the true story of 'john
Foster Dulles, Secretary of State 1953 to 1959"-a
crucial
period. By the end of Truman's term as President, American
public opinion was becoming disenchanted with the policies,
both domestic and foreign, of the Democratic Administration, and investigating Committees of Congress had already
exposed the penetration-easily
accomplished in the war
period of collaboration with Soviet Russia--of Communists
into the Administration. But the grip of Communists, both
known and secret over the government, was by no means
fully comprehended; yet further exposure, such as was all
too likely under a genuinely Conservative Republican Administration, was likely to prove fatal to the far advanced
accomplishments of conspiracy. This danger was met by converting General Eisenhower (a pliable tool of the Conspiracy:
see The Politician, by Robert Welch) into a
'Republican'; and he saved the day by winning election as
President. Under Eisenhower, further exposure was greatly
impeded by Executive Orders; and in any case public opinion
was allayed by the 'Republican' victory.
John Foster Dulles had been for years a highly influential
and active member of the Council on Foreign Relationsthtukin__gf th_e co~jIicll~C_Ol_!stitutes the eJiective Government of the U.S.A.-":'and potentially of the -world. S.rang:therefore, has much to say of the C.F.R. But of perhaps even
greater interest, and possibly importance, is what he reveals
of the formation of the Federal (later National) Council
of Churches, the germinal organ of the World Council of
Churches. The spectacle of 'clergy' participating in demonstrations and riots has become commonplace; but the mechanism by which this has come about is barely suspected.
*The Actor: Western Islands: Boston & Los Angeles. Pp, 339
+ Index. Bibliography and notes as addenda to Chapters.
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The C.F.R.
(continued from page 1)
Professor Quigley provides a run-down on who was who
in the C.F.R. when it was finally incorporated in 1921:
The New York branch (of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, ~.e. the Council on Foreign Relations) was dominated by the associates of the Morgan
Bank. For example, in 1928 the Council on Foreign
Relations had John W. Dooie as president, Paul
Craoaih. as vice-president, and a council of thirteen
others, which included Owen D. Young, Russell C.
Leffingwell, Norman Davis, Allen Dulles. George W.
Wickersham,
Frank P. Polk, Whitney Shepardson,
Isaiah Bowman, Stephen Duggan, and Otto ,KaJzn
(all of whom were partners, associates, or employees
of Morgan interests) . . .
The academic figures have been those linked to
Morgan, such as 'james T. Shotwell, Charles Seymour
(House's
biographer),
Joseph Chamberlain,
Philip
'jessup and, '1nI01'erecently, Philip Moseley, Grayson
Kirk and Henry M. Wriston ...

-

Closely allied (with ;this Morgan influence were a
small group of Wall Street law firms, whose chief
figwes-mere~EliJar--RDv'i.
jofm W--;-Doois,---Fati/d D.
Crooaih; Russell Leffingwell, the Dulles brothers and.
more recently, Arthur H. Dean, Philip D. Reed, and
'jolhn J. McCloy.
According to Quigley, the most important financial dynasties in America during the Twenties were (in addition to
Morgan) the Rockefeller family; Kuhn, Loeb and Company;
Dillon Read and Company; and Brown Bros. Harriman. All
were well represented in the C.F .R., and by such luminaries
as Otto Kahn, Jacob Schiff (financier of Leon Trotsky and
35
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the Russian Revolution), Paul Warburg (Schiff's partner,
architect of the Federal Reserve Act, and brother of Max
Warburg who financed the Russian Revolution from Germany), WillLam Averell Harriman, Albert H. Wiggin,
Frank Vanderlip, and Herbert H. Lehman. In addition, the
charter membership of the C.F.R. was comprised of 150
members of Colonel House's select Task 'Force for planning
the Peace Treaty, plus one of 'the founders of the Intercollegiate Socialist Society named Walter Lippmann.
During the "return to normalcy" of the Twenties, the
C.F.R. remained relatively quiet, In 1929, it acquired its
headquarters property, the Harold Pratt House at 58 East
68th Street in New York, as a gift from the Rockefellers.
Through the years the Rockefeller clan has continued ill
support the C.F.R. with generous grants from their tax-free
foundations.
Much of the Council's financing has come also from the
various Carnegie foundations. There is, in fact, a great deal
to indicate that Andrew Carnegie was neck-deep in the
Rhodes conspiracy. The two were very close friends and
Carnegie, who made millions in America yet never became
an American citizen, dreamed like Rhodes of the re-uniting
of England and America. The Reece Committee, in its investigation of the foundations, discovered that the Carnegie
Endowment for Internaiiond Peace began propaganda activities for U.S. involvement in a European war several
years before World War I began. The conspirators of the
Carnegie Endowmentfor International Peace were convinced
that 'the best way to establish "world peace" WaG through a
"world war," which would lead to World Government.The
various Carnegie foundations were, and still are;-heavtlyrepresented in the C.F.R. membership.
As World War II approached, the Round Table Group
was influential in seeing that Hitler was not stopped in
Austria, the Rhineland, or Sudentenland-and thereby was
largely responsible for precipitating the holocaust. A second
world war would greatly enhance the opportunity for establishment of World Government.
With the Round Table doing its work in Europe, the
C.F.R. carried the ball in the United States, The Council's
first task was to infiltrate and develop effective control of
the U.S. State Department-to make certain that after World
War II there would be no slip-ups as there had been following World War 1. The story of the C.F.R. takeover of
the U.S. Department of State is contained in State Department Publication 2349, Report To The President On The
Results Of The San Francisco Conierence. It is the report
of Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius (C.F.R.) to
President Harry Truman. On page twenty we find:
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(After Pearl Harbor) :the research facilities were
rapidly expanded, and the Departmental Committee on
Pos;-,-W;arProblems coo: reorganized into an Adoisory
Committee on Post-War Foreign Policies (completely
staffed by the C.F.R.)*
This is the group which designed the United Nationsthe first major successfulstep on the road to a WorlcLS..1!P~
state. Members of the C.F.R. group included Haro
Stassen, John J. McCloy, Owen Lattimore ("conscious, articulate instrument of the Soviet international conspiracy"),
Alger Hiss (Communist spy), Philip Jessup, Harry Dexter
White (Communist spy), Nelson Rockefeller, John Foster
Dulles, ]ohn Carter Vincent (security risk), and Dean
Acheson. Forty-seven C.F.R. members were among the
American delegates to the founding of the U.N. in San
Francisco in 1945.
Not only did members of the Council on Foreign Relations
dominate the establishment of the U.N., but C.F.R. members were at the elbow of the American President at Teheran,
Potsdam, and Yalta-s-wherehundreds of millions of human
beings were delivered into the hands of Josef Stalin, vastly
extending the power of the International Communist Conspiracy. Administrative Assistant to the President of the
United States during this time was a key member of the
C.F.R. named Lauchlin Currie-subsequently identified by
J. Edgar Hoover as a Soviet agent, and C.F.R.-I.P.R. liaison
to the President.
So completelyhas the C.F.R. dominated the State Department over the past thirty-eight years that every Secretary of
Smt~t except Cordell Hull, James Byrnes; and. William
Rogers has been a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. While Rogers is not C.F.R., Professor Henry Kissinger,
the President's chief foreign policy advisor, came to the job
from the staff of the Council on Foreign Relations.It will
be interesting to watch as Kissinger, not Rogers, runs
America's foreign policy.
( To be corr.tinued)
*The fact that a powerful C.F.R. contingent was moved into the
State Department in 1939 is verified in the C.F.R's booklet A
Record of Twenty Years, 1921-1947, which says of the financing
for the takeover, "The program here described was Iargely financed
by generous annual renewals of the initial grant of funds by the
Rockefeller Foundation late in 1939. In addition, an annual grant
of the Carnegie Corporation contributed to the success of the work."
tC.F.R. Secretaries IOfState include Henry' Stimson, Edward Stetti·
nius, George Marshall, Dean Acheson, John Footer Dulles, Christian Herter, and Dean Rusk.

The Trap
(contains articles from The Social Crediter, May 17th & 31st).
"We see Heads of State, Heads of Departments, and droves
of lesser commanders flying to confer aU over the globe, visibly
evolving the machinery of International Government-government
of nations from outside nations, and ending in World Government without nations. We are in a trap, not so much
'struggling to survive' as being prevented by the traitors in
our midst from dismantling the trap".
1 copy 2/6 posted
3 copies 5/9
6 copies 10/3
12 copies 17/6
K.R.P. Publications Ltd., 245 Cann Hall Road, London, B.ll.

With the outbreak of war in: Europe it fWOJS clear
that the United States would be conironted, after tl}ze
'war, _with _~t1W and exceptional problems . . • Accordingly, a Committee on: POL5't~W
ar Problems was set
up beiore the end of 1939 (two years before the U.S.
entered the war), at :ihe suggestion of the CFR. The
Committee consisted vf high officials of she Department
of Sta(J,e (all but one of whom were c.F.R. members).
Lt was assisted by a research staff (provided by, financed by, and directed by the C.F.R.), 'Which in Februarry, 1941, was organized into a Division of Special
Research (and went off the c.F.R. payroll and on to

For the purpose of interesting potential new subscribers
additional copies of this issue of The Social Crediter are
available, at 4d. each posted, from K.R.P. Publications Ltd.,
245 Cann Hall Road, London, E_ 11.

that of the State 'Department).
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CONTINUITY

AND CRISIS

The Social Credit Secretariat for more than a third of a
under cover of confusion and misinformation by the Mass
Media. For example, when the Americans withdraw from
century has functioned as an advisory body "neither connected with nor supporting any political party". Its aim has
Vietnam, they will leave behind modern facilities and inbeen to create aad susraia.acbody of informed-cpinion-cca«., -- .stalazions.,and .anna.for over .500,000 men. When, as they
will be, they are taken over by the Communists, they will be
cerning 'the principles which govern the association of
used to much better advantage for Communism than they
individuals in groups to their detriment-the centralised
were allowed to be in the hands of Americans against Comorganisation of society leading to totalitarianism open or
munism. Again, the consolidation of the Soviet position in
coocealed-; and the principles which if applied to such
the Middle Bast, and the penetration of the Indian Ocean
organised association as is necessary for the beneficial utiby the Soviet Navy-which at the same time is making its
lisation of modern resources and techniques could result in
presence apparent all over the world-s-is now becoming a
the maximum of desired distribution with the minimum of
organisation and duress.
matter of alarm to those concerned for the defence of the
West.
Throughout this long period of varying aspects of world
crisis The Social Cred~ter has maintained continuous publiThe Social Crediter, afflicted by universally rising costs
cation. The paper is non-profit-making, and the editorial
of production and distribution, needs new and renewed suband secretarial work, which is onerous, has been entirely
scriptions. The paper is maintained as a service in the public
voluntary and unpaid. The publication has attracted very
interest; and the public interest, if realistically considered,
considerable correspondence from which we know that its
is more imperilled every week.
influence-combated by the Mass Media and the profitmaking periodicals with a stake in the way things are even
To assist in gaining subscriptions, K.R.P. Publications is
while they grow worse-is widespread in several continents.
offering a free copy of either The Deoelopment of World
Dominion, or The Moving Storm, or both books for 13/To consolidate that influence, K.R.P. .Publications has
with each new or renewed subscription to The Social
undertaken the publication of two important books, each a
Orediter, Comments on current events are more readily apselection of commentaries from The Social Crediter, making
preciated against the background of these books, and to
readily available material whose relevance to the developing
facilitate appropriate references, each book is indexed.
crisis is perhaps more apparent now than when originally
_
published.
.
',"
Readers of T.S.C. may feel that as isolated individuals
they can do nothing in the growing crisis. But they are not
The Development of World Dominion is a selection of
isolated; they are part of a steadily growing body of informed
the late C. H. Douglas's observations in the post-war period
opinion,
studiously ignored by the Mass Media, but whose
of the Attlee Administration. Against this background it is
influence, in unpredictable ways, may in the end be decisive.
relatively easy to perceive the significance of what the
Only those who hope to gain in power for themselves desire
Wilson Administration has done since its elevation to power.
the downfall of Western Civilisation, and are working for it.
The Moving Storm deals with developments in the past
So we ask for the assistance of our readers in obtaining
subscriptions, either by their own exertions, or by donations
five years-a period when strategic and logistic moves of
to assist in the project.
enormous and perhaps decisive importance have been made,
..
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THE DEVELOPMBNT OF WORLD DOMINION
By C. H. DOUGLAS
The post-war years in Great Britain under the Attlee
Socialist Administration were critical, for in those few years
Britain, victorious in war, lost the peace. Throughout that
period the late C. H. Douglas wrote a series of penetrating
commentaries dealing with the politics, economics end conflicting philosophies of the times. He warned the British of
the fate being prepared for them-the
fate which has now
befallen them. Once-Great Britain is now derisively referred
to as the Sick Man of Europe. This did not "just happen"
nor was it, as it appeared to be, mere incompetence. It was
the maturation of long-prepared conspiracy, preparing the
ground for the coup de grace under the Wilson Administration. The selection of commentaries comprising this very
important book make it unique among Douglas's works, and
highly relevant to the current situation.

13/THE MOVING STORM
Contemporaneous
commentaries on linked eoents 19641968, with an Introduction on lris.torical significance.
ByBRYANW. MONAHAN
The Twentieth Century A.D. has witnessed a transformation of the world more profound and extensive than in any
period in rhe existence of the, globe. In its beginning it
seemed to promise such a flowering of Christian GraecoRoman civilisation as had never appeared possible, for now
the Curse of Adam would be borne by the magnificent complex of machines, setting free the Spirit of Man.
Instead, the Twentieth Century has seen the death, despoliation and torture of hundreds of millions of men, women
and children. The destruction of mankind has become a
technical possibility, threat of which is employed to impose a
universal slavery. The beneficial use of the miracle of
modern technology has been centralised in the hands of
would-be World Rulers, seeking to perpetuate a dynasty over
I3i permanently
enslaved mankind.
The Mooing Sturm is a companion volume to The Development of World Dominion, bringing comments on events
up to the present situation.

13/ORDER FORM
To K.R.P. Publications Ltd., 245 Gann Hall Road. London. E.ll
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*Communism, Conspiracy and Treason containing a book list (free
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THE USURPERS
By MEDFORD EVANS
Lyndon Johnson achieved office in Congress by fraud,
abetted by Abe Foetas, the scheming lawyer woo' has- now
been forced to resign from the Supreme Court under threat
of impeachment. Johnson became President of the United
States through a coup d~e'fat, misrepresented as such, for a
time, by the Warren Commission with the able assistance of
Abe Fortas. And when Johnson had completed the build-up
in Vietnam-the
arming of America's potential enemies in
Asia-he
was forced to abdicate, to clear the way for
America's ignominious withdrawal from South East Asia
and the wrecking of Australia's defence poliiey.
The real government of America for some time past has
been in the hands of Usurpers whose object is to manage
rather than represent the American people, with the objective of consolidating an oligarchic government of the world.
It is with some of the history of this usurpation, and with
some key events such as rhe fantastic loss of the U.S.S.
Pueblo and the TFX (FIll)
scandal, and with the lives
and activities of some key Usurpers-Dean
Rusk, Walt
Rostow, McNamara, Clark Clifford and others-that
Medford Evans deals. The story as Evans relates it, with clarity
and wit, would be first-class entertainment were it not for
the appalling revelations it contains and documents. There
can be no doubt left in the reader's mind as to the nature
and reality of the evil fate which threatens us.
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THE ACTOR
By ALAN STANG
By the end of President Truman's term in office, the
American public was becoming uneasy about both the foreign
and domestic policies of the Administration. But hom the
point of view of the Usurpers behind the President-s-the
real and effective Government of the U.S.-this
was a critical period, particularly for foreign policy. So under a masquerade of Republicanism the nomination of Dwight Eisenhower W13S contrived for President. Eisenhower was a
creature of the Establishment; but his Secretary of State was
a man of the Establishment-a
participant in the active
conspiracy to establish total world government. The Act01
is the story of John Foster Dulles, the architect of the Suez
Canal disaster which marked the final end of the British
Empire. This may be remembered; but what is hardly known
at all is the leading part, in close collaboration with proved
Communists, Dulles played in the formation and control of
the World Council of Churches which is in the main staffed
not by Ministers of God, but by trained 'Communists wno lOr
Communist purposes have obtained degrees in theology.
Dulles was a leading member of the Council on Foreign Relations, put into government to carry out the strategy of the
C.F.R.-a
strategy designed, in Walt Rostow's words, "to
see an end to nationhood as historically defined".
Here also is the story of the sinister Colonel House; the
tax exempt Foundations; the Korean War; the delivery of
Cuba to Communism; and much other crucial history.
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